
 

 
 

 

Thought-provoking Practical Physics – First Workshop 

Report 

Khwarizmi Science Society (KSS) and Ali Institute of Education (AIE) have initiated a joint 

Teacher Training Program, � �� �ا �  Thought-provoking Science Education. This program 

is focused on teaching of practical physics through thought-provoking, innovative and exciting 

experiments. The program comprises of three independent interactive workshops, the first of 

which took place on 25th to 27th October, 2018 at the Ali Institute of Education, Ferozepur 

Road, Lahore. The purpose of this workshop was to enable physics teachers to learn about the 

culture of modern physics experimentation preparing them to design and deliver modern, 

exciting and insightful physics experiments to their students. 

 

 
 



 

 
 
The preparations of the workshop started off in mid-September when a team of three Physics 

Communicators were hired in order to bring Mr. Syed Babar Ali’s vision to life. The team of 

passionate science communicators prepared modern experimentation models; the hand-picked 

experiments offered in the workshop were designed based on topics selected from the syllabi of 

Grades 9 to 12 (matric to intermediate) and O levels. These four-five experiments were not 

replicas of experiments traditionally performed by students in the laboratories, rather they were 

thought-inspiring experiments designed to highlight how physics practicals, in our opinion, 

should be conducted in an enabling, skills-oriented and 

contemporary fashion. All experiments were low-cost and 

were expected to become fodder for ideas for teachers who 

could recreate their own experiments to amplify physics 

topics in their textbooks.  

 

In the second preparatory phase, the team invited interest 

from teachers and science educators from all over Pakistan. 

A total of sixty people registered out of which twenty-five 

participants were chosen; a total of twenty one participants 

were able to make it to the workshop. The team was 

pleasantly surprised to have representation from various 

regions of Pakistan including Karachi, Swabi, Lodhran, 

Islamabad, Sahiwal and Pakpattan. 

 

Day 1 

 

The workshop started off with opening remarks by Ms. Mehr Agha, Rector AIE; she gave us all 

a warm welcome and encouraged the participants to make the most of this opportunity. In the 

very first part of the workshop, the participants were introduced to a technique called video 



 

 
 
tracking, which is the process of locating a moving object over time using a camera. They were 

also taught how to use the free software, Tracker, in order to analyze the videos captured. The 

purpose was to provide easy access to the process of experimentation in the classroom and to 

give the participants a few ideas as to how easily accessible such as the smart phone and laptops 

could be used to teach physics. The first group activity was an exercise to practice video 

tracking. The participants were provided with a custom-built launcher, objects and a tripod; they 

used them to launch different objects at various initial velocities and angles, filmed the motion 

using the tripod and their smart phones and then finally analyzed the motion using Tracker. 

 

Day 2 

 

Dr. Sabieh Anwar delivered a lecture on data plotting, the participants were then showed how a 

hard drive worked. There were three group activities pertaining to Ohm’s Law, the Inverse 

Square Law of Radiation and Understanding Heat Transfer, for which the participants received 

guidelines in form of handouts. The lecture was followed by an experiment to determine whether 

or not a tungsten filament bulb followed Ohm’s Law. In the second activity, the participants 

were provided with a light dependant resistor (LDR), bulb and digital multimeter. They were 

asked to find out how to use the given apparatus to investigate the Inverse Square Law of 

Radiation. In the third activity, they were provided with a bulb and thermistor to investigate three 

different modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation. 



 

 
 

 
 

Day 3 

 

The day started with two demonstrations: the Meissner Effect and Lenz’s Law. The teachings of 

the previous two days were reinforced by a group activity involving energy-momentum transfer. 

The participants were provided with a variation of the Newton’s Cradle and were asked to 

capture videos of collisions of various balls. They analyzed the captured videos using Tracker 

and plotting the data on graphs. 

 



 

 
 
 

The workshop ended with a small closing ceremony where Dr. Saadat Anwar Siddiqi, President 

of the KSS, handed over the certificates of appreciation to the participants. He also gave support 

and confidence to the participants for furthering the spirit of the workshop among their students 

and colleagues.  

 

The team received remarkable feedback from the participants. Some participants found the 

theoretical aspects of the workshop quite inspiring while most of them loved and appreciated the 

inclusion of experimentation co-related to other fields of science such as technology, computing 

and data management. The trainers were equally elated with joy and shared their happiness with 

the participants at the end of the workshop. The team at KSS cordially thanks Mr. Syed Babar 

Ali and AIE for their extraordinary encouragement and inspiration. The workshop program, 

indeed, could not have been possible to organize without their support. 

 
 



 

 
 
 

APPENDIX I 

 

On 4th November, 2018, the following article about the workshop was published on Spectra: an 

online science magazine: 

 
Thought-Provoking Practical Physics Workshop: Connecting Labs To The Classrooms 

“Khwarizmi Science Society (KSS) in collaboration with Ali Institute of Education 

(AIE) organized a three-day practical physics teacher training workshop. It took place from 

25th to 27th October, 2018 at AIE, Ferozepur Road, Lahore. This workshop was a part of the 

‘Teacher Training Program – Thought Provoking Science Education’, initiated by KSS and AIE. 

The main focus of the workshop was to minimize the gap between theory and experiments by 

teaching physics through innovative and insightful experiments. 

 

Teachers from different schools and colleges were trained to design and deliver Physics 

experiments to their students using modern gadgets and techniques. The experiments that were 

covered in the workshop were mainly from optics, mechanics, electromagnetism, and waves. 

These experiments were designed for matric, intermediate and O Levels students. All the 

experimental hardware was handmade and built using low-cost items. 

On the first day of workshop, a lecture on “Commonly Available Tools for Video Motion 

Tracking” was delivered by Mr. Umar Hasan. Participants were introduced to different video 

tracking techniques using smart phones and video tracking software. 

https://www.khwarizmi.org/
https://www.aie.edu.pk/
https://www.aie.edu.pk/
https://www.aie.edu.pk/


 

 
 
On the second and third day, participants learnt about building science equipment from low-cost 

items and performed different experiments. The experiments were designed to develop an 

understanding of the transfer of linear momentum, heat transfer, conditions under which Ohm’s 

Law is not valid and measuring intensity of a bulb to investigate the inverse square law. 

On the last day, Dr. Siddiqi gave an ending speech and distributed certificates among the 

participants. 

Miss Aamna Saleem, a member of KSS and one of the organizers of this workshop, said that the 

purpose of this workshop was to innovate teaching methods and reignite passion for physics in 

students.  Mr. Umer Hassan told that the reasons for arranging the workshop were to identify the 

causes of lack of visualization in students and to connect laboratories to the classrooms. 

The practical physics teacher training workshop was the first phase of this workshop while the 

remaining two phases will be held in November 2018 and December 2018, as told by Charisma 

Wafee, a science communicator at KSS. Next year, biology and chemistry will be the focus of 

two other workshops. 

One of the participants of the workshop, Mr. Muhammad Jamal said ‘According to me, this 

training was good. It helped me to understand Physics in a new way. Practical section was good. 

After this training I am able to teach Physics to my students in a new and easier way. After the 

workshop, now I can teach my students according to 21st century. I am thankful to Ali Institute 

of Education for providing me such a platform’.  

Khwarizmi Science Society (KSS) was established in 1997 and is working for promoting science 

culture in Pakistan’s educational institutions and in general public. It has organized around 200 

different activities covering every field of science. It also trains and supervises students 

interested in science studies. 



 

 
 
Teacher Training Workshop is an exemplary step taken towards effective science teaching in our 

educational culture. KSS should expand its teacher training circle to a maximum level because to 

learn and understand science in exciting and thought-provoking ways is a need of every student 

in Pakistan.” 

Maliha Amin, Spectra 
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1. As a participant of Thought-Provoking Practical Plrysics Worlahop, do you think these

workshops have the potential to bring change in science education in Pakistan?
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2. According to you, what was the most interesting part of the workshop?
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3. Would you be interested in attending similar workshops in the future?
Yes/
No

4. Do you think such workshops should be organized for Biology and Chemistry teachers as

well?
Yest/
No

5. After attending this workshop, have your views about science education changed? If yes,

how?

6. How was your experience working in a group? How did group work help you improve your
skills as ateacher?
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7. Do you have any suggestions for improvement in future workshops?
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1. As a participant of ThoughtProvoking Practical Physics Workshop, do you think these

workshops have the potential to bring change in science education in Pakistan?

2. According to you, what was the most interesting part of the workshop?
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7. Do you have any suggestions for improvement in future workshops?
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3. Would you be interested in attending similar workshops in the future?
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No

4. Do you think such workshops should be organized for Biology and Chemistry teachers as

well?
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5. After attending this workshop, have your views about science education changed? If yes,

how?

6. How was your experience working in a group? How did group work help you improve your

skills as a teacher?
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7. Do you have any suggestions for improvement in future workshops?
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